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1 Green IT and IT Controlling

In issue 4/2011, Peter Loos and other au-
thors gratefully discussed the question of
“Green IT: A matter of Business and In-
formation Systems Engineering?” (Loos
et al. 2011). We have investigated this is-
sue in recent years from an IT controlling
perspective.

The increased costs for energy have led
to a rethinking of IT management. Un-
der the heading of “Green IT” many com-
panies take measures to reduce their en-
ergy consumption and thus the cost of IT
operations. In some cases, this even led
to new occupational profiles, such as the
“Chief Sustainability Officer” who is sup-
posed to coordinate the activities within
the company. According to a study of
Deutsche Bank Research, 38% of com-
panies already have appointed a “Green
IT officer” (Deutsche Bank Research
2011, p. 5).

In two surveys (2009 and 2011) among
IT controllers and IT managers (CIO,
etc.) we have analyzed the spread of
Green IT initiatives and their achieved
success as well as future plans of the
companies (Gadatsch and Juszczak 2009,
2011). As part of our surveys, we found
that about 60% of the companies ini-
tiated Green IT activities, usually on
the part of the CIO but also partly by
the company management. In addition,
in the current survey mainly IT con-
trollers in bigger companies are dealing
with Green IT, mostly to realize cost sav-
ings. Although already great success was
achieved particularly in the context of
data center management (cooling, build-
ing services) and software management
(cloud computing), there is still need for
action since the companies are not always
satisfied with the results obtained.

In our opinion there is still significant
need for action in research regarding the

issues of certification and maturity de-
termination. Only 7% of the companies
surveyed stated, for example, to make
use of methods for “Green IT maturity
determination”. Many companies (21%)
did not even know about this issue. This
can be noted analogously in terms of
“Green IT certification”. Here, currently
the “TÜV” dominates the “Green IT cer-
tification market”.

Conclusion: Sustainability and Green
IT are important issues for IT controlling
and thus also for business and informa-
tion systems engineering.
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